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TFS Studio  
 

February 2, 2009 – Los Angeles, CA - TFS Studio is one of the premier event and floral 
design businesses in the country. LA based TFS has roots in floral arrangement and design, 
evolving organically from “The Flower Shop” into a full service event design house. 
Created by designer and craftsman Clifford Miller, TFS offers event and floral design, and 
event production. The TFS team expertly executes any service that transforms the 
aesthetics of an event space.  

Designers at TFS Studio have a passion for precision and old world craftsmanship. 
Intricately made materials, be they fabrics, woods, or metals, are of highest importance. 
Every type of work is given full dedication, from the arrangement of a small and delicate 
bouquet, to the most elaborate wedding. TFS designers place a strong emphasis on 
details throughout a space that make the environment entirely unique, exceptional, and 
experiential. 

TFS distinguishes itself with an inherent artistic ability to identify a client’s unique style and 
create a tailored experience, driven by a true understanding of a client’s unique vision. 
Close attention is paid to the experience or feeling the client wants to project. TFS then 
brings the desired experience to realization.  

Client experience is furthered by the TFS dedication to philanthropy. The creative 
environment at TFS has always been one of sharing and collaboration, so philanthropic 
efforts are a natural progression of the TFS design process.  Innovatively finding outlets to 
give back to the community, muslin draping used as event décor has been transformed 
into material for a children’s theater, wedding flowers have later brightened the day of 
individuals receiving hospital care. This re-use of materials enriches client experience, 
saves client funds, and brings joy to the lives of others.  TFS creates a bespoke event from 
the initial event or floral design, all the way to the resourceful and philanthropic use of 
materials post event. A design industry leader, the TFS Team is constantly perfecting 
design as an art form and as a tool for community betterment. 

 


